This in-person event will explore developments in sustainable finance and environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues, and look at the role derivatives are playing in this market. [Click here to register].

NEW & NOTABLE

**ISDA Passes 1,000 Member Milestone**
Membership of ISDA has exceeded 1,000 firms for the first time in its history, reflecting strong demand across the globe for ISDA’s suite of industry products, services, solutions, documentation and advocacy.

Speeches & Testimonies:

- ISDA Crypto Forum 2022 Opening Remarks
- ISDA Annual Legal Forum Opening Remarks

INFRASTRUCTURE

Clearing:

[Technical Paper on Active Accounts]

[A Roadmap to Make European Clearing More Attractive]

ISDA Responds to CFTC on CCP Governance
ISDA, FIA and IIF Respond to CPMI/IOSCO Discussion Paper on NDLs

Data & Reporting:

ISDA Comment Letter – Proposed Canadian Trade Reporting Amendments

LEGAL

Amicus Briefs:

In re Brazos Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.

PUBLIC POLICY

Global:

Updated OTC Derivatives Compliance Calendar – Updated for November 2022

Europe:

ISDA Letter on EMIR Review

ISDA Response to FCA/PRA Consultation on Margin Requirements for Non-centrally Cleared Derivatives

North America:

ISDA Response to CFTC Climate RFI

RESEARCH

Research Notes:

ISDA-Clarus RFR Adoption Indicator: September 2022

SwapsInfo:

SwapsInfo Third Quarter of 2022 and Year-to-September 30, 2022 Review: Summary

RISK & CAPITAL

Capital:

Climate Risk Scenario Analysis for the Trading Book

ISDA and EY conducted a survey of ISDA members to provide a better understanding of the maturity of firms’ approaches to climate risk and scenario analysis in the trading book.
The survey also sought to explore bank target states and the key challenges affecting their ability to achieve this.

**Associations Respond to Basel Crypto Consultation**
ISDA, along with the Global Financial Markets Association, the Futures Industry Association, the Institute of International Finance, the International Securities Lending Association, the Bank Policy Institute, the International Capital Markets Association and the Financial Services Forum, have responded to the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s second consultation on the prudential treatment of crypto-asset exposures.

**ISDA COMMENTARY**

Read recent derivatiViews posts:

[Working for a Positive Outcome on Euro Clearing](https://www.isda.org/category/news/isda-in-review/)

Please direct comments and questions about ISDA In Review to Lauren Dobbs at [ldobbs@isda.org](mailto:ldobbs@isda.org)